Finally, the report was made available to the international chemical community for examination; valuable comments were received from D. Perez Bendito (Spain), D. Thorbum Bums (UK), J. K. Corbett (UK), H. P. Fritzer (Austria), G. Gauglitz (Germany), A. Gomez Hens (Spain), K. J. Laidler (Canada), G. B. Marin (Netherlands), M. Silva Rodriguez (Spain) and A. J. J. Straathof (Netherlands). All those comments, which did not contradict the publications listed below, were taken into consideration when drafting the final version.
Some of the terms defined in this report have also been defined in a number of IUPAC documents[ 1-41. Attempts were made to hannonize the present nomenclature document with these publications. Where differences arose, the wording of the '%old Book" [4] was accepted.
TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
ACTIVATED COMPLEX Those assemblies of atoms which correspond to an arbitrary small region near the col of a potential -energy surface. It can also be defined as being related to a small region close to the position of maximum standard Gibbs energy along the reaction path. The state of activated complex can be called transition state.
ACTIVATION, ACTIVATOR
A substance, other than the catalyst or one of the substrates, that increases the rate of a catalysed reaction without itself being consumed; the process is called activation. An activator of an enzyme-catalysed reaction may be called enzvme activator, if it acts by binding to the enzyme.
AUTOCATALY SIS, AUTOCATALYST If a reaction is catalysed by one of its products, the product is known as an autocatalvst and the pmess is known as autocatalvsis.
CATALYSIS
The phenomenon in which the addition of a foreign material, called a catalvst, augments the rate of a chemical reaction without itself being consumed. CATALYST A catalyst is a substance that increases the rate of the reaction without modifying the overall standard Gibbs energy change in the reaction; the process is called catalysis. This definition is equivalent to the statement that the catalyst does not enter into the overall reaction; it is both a reactant and a product of the reaction. Catalysis can be subdivided into homogeneous catalvsis, in which only one phase is involved, and heterogeneous catalysis, in which the reaction takes place at an interface between phases. CATALYTIC METHOD A kinetic method which utilizes a catalysed reaction for analysis.
CATALYMETRIC TITRATION A titration process, which involves the catalyst, where the end-point is detected by the sudden increase or decrease of the rate of a reaction.
CHAIN REACTION
A reaction in which one or more reactive reaction intermediates (frequently radicals) are continuously regenerated, usually through a repetitive cycle of elementary steps (the propagation steps).
COMPOSITE (COMPLEX, STEPWISE) REACTION
A chemical reaction for which the expression of the rate of disappearance of a reactant (or rate of appearance of a product) involves rate constants of more than a single elementary reaction. Examples are opmsing reactions (where rate constants of two opposed chemical reactions are involved), parallel reactions (for which the rate of disappearance of any product is governed by the rate constants relating to several simultaneous reactions to form different respective products from a single set of reactants) and stepwise reactions.
CONSECUTIVE REACTION
Reactions occurring in a sequence, such as 1 2 3 A + X + Y + Z are known as consecutive reactions, and the overall process is said to occur by consecutive m.
CONTINUOUS ADDITION METHOD A mode of measurement in a kinetic method of analysis, in which the response curve is obtained by continuously adding the reagent at a constant rate to the sample solution.
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COUPLED (INDICATOR) REACTION
A reaction which follows the (slower) reaction of kinetic interest, so as to provide means of monitoring the formation of a reaction product. This reaction is sometimes referred to as the indicator reaction.
DIFFERENTIAL REACTION RATE METHOD
A mode of measurement in kinetic methods of analysis, in which a multicomponent determination is based on the different rates at which two or more species interact with a common reagent.
ELEMENTARY REACTION
A reaction in which no reaction intermediates have been detected, or need to be postulated in order to describe the chemical reaction on a molecular scale. Until evidence to the contrary is discovered, an elementary reaction is assumed to occur in a single step and to pass through a single transition state.
ENERGY OF ACTIVATION
An operationally defined quantity expressing the dependence of a rate constant on temperature according to E, = RF(&k/i3T)p as derived from the Arrhenius equation,
where A is termed the pre-exuonential factor.
ENTHALPY OF ACTIVATION
The standard enthalpy difference between the transition state and the ground state of the reactants at the same temperature and pressure. It is related to the temperature coefficient of the rate constant according to the equation:
where E, is the energy of activation, provided that the rate constants for reactions other than first-order reactions are expressed in temperature-independent concentration units (e. g. mol dm-3, measured at fixed temperature and pressure).
ENTROPY OF ACTIVATION
The standard entropy difference between the transition state and the ground state of the reactants, at the same temperature and pressure. It is related to the Gibbs enerm of activation and enthaluv of activation through the equations
provided that the rate constants for reactions other than first-order reactions are expressed in temperature-independent concentration units (e, g. mol dm'3, measured at fixed temperature and pressure). Here kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant and R is the gas constant.
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where nB is the amount and vB the stoichiometric number of the substance B.
When a reaction has time-independent stoichiometry (i. e. the stoichiometric equation is obeyed throughout the course of the reaction), it is possible to define f by where ni,o is the initial amount of the substance i and ni is the amount at any time. vi is the stoichiometric number for the substance i.
FIXED CONCENTRATION METHOD
A mode of measurement in a kinetic method of analysis, in which the period of time, required to bring about the same predetermined change in the concentration of a reactant or product, is measured. The use of the term "variable time method" is not recommended.
FIXED TIME METHOD A mode of measurement in a kinetic method of analysis, in which the change of a parameter, related to the concentration of a reactant or product, is measured over a predetermined time interval.
GIBBS (FREE) ENERGY OF ACTIVATION
The standard Gibbs energy difference between the transition state of a reaction (either an elementary reaction or a stepwise reaction) and the ground state of the reactants. It is calculated from the experimental rate constant k via the conventional form of the absolute rate equation:
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, h is the Planck constant and R is the gas constant.
INDUCED REACTION, INDUCTOR
A reaction, which occurs or is accelerated only, if another reaction is simultaneously occurring in the same system, is called an induced reaction. The substance, which causes an induced reaction, is termed inductor. The inductor, unlike the catalyst, is used up irreversibly during the pmess.
INDUCTION PERIOD
A period of a time which elapses between the start of the reaction and the formation of a product.
INHIBITION, INHIBITOR
A substance that diminishes the rate of a chemical reaction; the process is called inhibition.
Inhibitors are sometime called negative catalysts, but since the action of an inhibitor is 2296 COMMISSION ON ANALYTICAL NOMENCLATURE fwdamentally different from that of a catalyst, this terminology is discouraged. In contrast to a catalyst, an inhibitor. may be consumed during the course of a reaction.
In enzyme-catalysed reactions an inhibitor frequently acts by binding to the enzyme, in which case it may be called an enmme inhibitor.
INITIAL RATE METHOD
A mode of measurement in a kinetic method of analysis, in which the initial reaction rate is determined (usually by the slope method) and utilized for the measurement of concentration. where a a n d j are constant exponents (independent of concentration and time) and k is a constant, then the reaction is said to be of order a with respect to A, of orderj with respect to B..., and of (total or overall) order n = ( a +J +...).
KINETIC METHOD OF ANALYSIS
The exponents a ,$ ... can be positive or negative integral or rational, non-integral numbers.
They are the reaction orders with respect to A, B, ... and are sometimes called partial orders of the reaction.
The proportionality factor k is called the (n-th order) rate coefficient.
Rate coefficients referring to elementarv reactions are called rate constants.
PREEXPONENTIAL FACTOR
See ENERGY OF ACTIVATION
QUENCHING
Arresting the course of a chemical reaction by chemical or physical means.
RATE COEFFICIENT, RATE CONSTANT
See ORDER OF REACTION REACTION TIME The period of a time that elapses between the start of the reaction and the attainment of a given extent of a reaction.
RELAXATION, RELAXATION TIME and related terms If a system is disturbed from its state of equilibrium it relaxes to that state; the branch of kinetics concerned with this effect is known as relaxation kinetics. Techniques include temperature iump (T-jump) and pressure iumD, in which temperature and pressure respectively are changed very rapidly and the relaxation studied. The relaxation time, z, is defined as the time it takes for the extent of the reaction to change by l-(l/e) of the total change during the relaxation process (e is the base of natural logarithms).
SIGNAL-STAT METHOD
A mode of measurement in a kinetic method of analysis, in which the concentration of a substance is determined from the rate of addition of a reagent, as required to maintain a constant measured signal (e. g. pH).
SIMULTANEOUS COMPARISON METHOD
A mode of measurement in a kinetic method of analysis, in which samples and standards are begun and monitored simultaneously. 
SLOPE METHOD (TANGENT METHOD)
A mode of measurement in a kinetic method of analysis, in which the slope of the response curve at a selected point is measured and related to concentration.
STEADY STATE
A reactive reaction intermediate reaches a steady state in a reaction sequence when the processes leading to its formation and those resulting in its removal are nearly in balance, so that the ratc of its change of concentration is negligible compared with the rate of change of concentration of other species involved.
To a good approximation
where X is said to be in a steady state. The use of this rate expression is known as the steady state approximation or steady state treatment.
approximation to obtain an overall STOPPED FLOW METHOD A mode of measurement in kinetic methods of analysis, utilising a way of mixing sample and reagents to obtain the response curve for a fast reaction.
SUBSTRATE
A chemical species of particular interest, the reaction of which with some other chemical reagent is under observation (e. g., a compound that is transformed under the influence of a catalyst).
TRANSITION STATE
See ACTWATED COMPLEX
UNCATALYSED REACTION
A reaction proceeding without the participation of the catalyst.
